Quality Without Reference (QNR) index can be used to globally assess the quality of pansharpened images without the need of a reference high resolution multispectral (MS) image. The QNR index relies on local calculation of the Q4 index. Exploiting the local Q4 calculation property of the QNR index, we propose an injection model for pansharpening. The injection model determines the weight of extracted panchromatic (Pan) details that are to be added into the upscaled MS images to obtain the best QNR index. The QNR index calculates spectral distortion of the fused images with respect to the low resolution MS images and spatial distortion of the fused images with respect to the high resolution Pan image. Hence, the QNR optimized fused image is spectrally consistent with the low resolution MS image and spatially consistent with the high resolution Pan image.
INTRODUCTION
Over the years different fusion methods based upon component substitution (CS) or multi-resolution analysis (MRA) have been proposed. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Gram-Schmidt (GS), Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) transforms are examples of component substitution methods, whereas wavelets, Laplacian pyramids are examples of multiresolution analysis based approaches. Hybrid fusion methods employing both component substitution and multi-resolution based approaches have also appeared recently. However, it is worth noticing that the best methods for fusion are those which use an appropriate fusion model, i.e. they use a model based approach for adding the high frequency details extracted from the Pan image into each MS band. The results of the Data Fusion Contest held by the IEEE Data Fusion Committee verify the need for an efficient detail injection model [1] to obtain fused images with good spectral and spatial quality. Recently, Alparone et al. [2] proposed QNR, a * The author would like to acknowledge the financial support provided by region Rhone Alps of France without which this collaboration would not have been possible. fused image quality assessment method which does not require a reference high resolution MS image. In this paper the optimization of the QNR index is explored in the context of determining the fusion model parameters. The goal is to test whether the optimization of QNR index forms a sufficient condition to obtain the best fused MS images as compared to other fusion methods. In the second section we develop the mathematics necessary for the determination of model parameters. The third section presents the experimental results on both Pléiades and Quickbird images. The fourth section presents the conclusions.
QNR BASED FUSION
QNR index recently proposed by Alparone et al. [2] determines the spatial and spectral quality of the pansharpened images without requiring a reference high resolution MS image. The fusion quality is determined by calculating the spectral distortion between the low resolution MS images and the fused MS images. Hence, for determining the spectral distortion an inter-MS band Q4 index is calculated separately at both low and high resolution. The difference of the two Q4 values yields the spectral distortion introduced by the pansharpening process. Spatial distortion is determined by calculating the Q4 index between each MS band and the Pan image at low resolution and again at the high resolution. The difference between the two values yields the spatial distortion. Thus, the QNR index is based on the following criteria: Hence, it is assumed that if a detail injection model is based upon the QNR index optimization, it would ensure that the fused image adhering to the QNR criteria has minimum spectral distortion or minimum spatial distortion or both at the same time.
The simplest representation of the fusion process can be mathematically defined as:
The upscaled MS image MS us is obtained by using the 11th order filter presented in [3] . The goal of the detail injection model is to find a suitable value of α so that the fused image has best QNR index. Since the QNR index is based upon the spatial distortion and spectral distortion measurements, calculated by means of the Universal Image Quality Index (UIQI) [4] , the optimization process requires optimization of ten simultaneous equations. Four of them representing spatial distortion and six representing spectral distortion. Since no direct relationship exists between the ten equations, it is difficult to optimize all ten of them simultaneously. We decided to focus on the four spatial distortion equations because optimization of spectral quality alone may lead to detail injection gains that are all identically zero. Hence, we concentrate on the fulfillment of the following four conditions, in which Q ·,· denotes UIQI between two monochrome images:
The six equations, representing the inter MS band relationships, which have not been considered are:
Returning to the first four equations we conclude they are independent of each other. Consequently, each one can be solved separately, thus reducing the complexity of the algorithm. Assuming that the Q index of a block, of size 64×64, between one MS band and Pan image, at the low resolution level is c, then the value of α for the injection details of the corresponding high resolution block can be calculated by using the UIQI [4] formula:
Substituting the value of MS f used from (1) into (2) Calculating roots of (4), we get four values of α for each MS band, with respect to the minimization of QNR spatial distortion index. We have selected the value of α which lies between zero and one and is closest to one so that maximum details are added into the fused image while satisfying the spatial distortion constraint. If none of the values exist between the specified range then α can be either set to 0 or 1, to ensure either minimum spectral distortion or minimum spatial distortion, respectively. This results in a single value of α. Since, α is calculated for each block of each MS image the total number of α calculated equals (Number of MS images * Total Number of 64×64 Blocks).
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The weights, α, obtained by solving (4) , are used in (1) for the addition of high frequency details extracted from the Pan image into the corresponding upscaled MS images. The above mentioned procedure is repeated for both Pléiades and Quickbird images and the quantitative results obtained are displayed in Table. 1. The fused Pléiades images are displayed in Fig. 1 . Comparison of the proposed method is done with both component substitution and multi-resolution analysis methods. For the CS method we have selected the IHS spectral adjustment method (eFIHS-SA) proposed in [5] and Gram-Schmidt Fusion method [6] and for the MRA technique we have used AWLP [7] . We selected the AWLP method because it was adjudicated to be one of the two best methods in the recently held data fusion contest [1] .
Quantitatively, from the measures calculated between the reference high resolution MS images and the fused images, the proposed method is better than eFIHS-SA and GS methods but inferior to AWLP. It is worth noting that the SAM values of both AWLP and the proposed method are approximatively similar. The results obtained are interesting because out of the five indexes used, ERGAS and Q4 yield better results for AWLP. QNR spatial distortion (QN RD s ) results are best for the proposed method and SAM yields similar results for both the proposed pansharpening method and AWLP. However, the proposed method is not among the best methods for
the QNR Spectral Distortion index QN RD λ . Hence indicating that optimizing QN RD s does not optimize QN RD λ . The optimization of the QN RD s results in the minimization of the QNR index. This occurs because QNR index is a product of both spectral and spatial distortions and an optimization of any of the two indexes separately could lead to a low QNR value. This suggests that the optimization of only the QN RD s is a necessary condition but not a sufficient condition. Hence, it does not guarantee the best pansharpened image. The qualitative evaluation of the fused images can be done by visual comparison. The fused images are presented in Fig. 1 along with high resolution Pan and upscaled low resolution MS images. From Fig. 1 it is clear that although the image fused by eFIHS-SA method is the sharpest, it suffers from spectral distortion. Along with GS fused image the two component substitution methods are spectrally distorted. Both of the images obtained by AWLP and the proposed method are spectrally non-distorted. However, these images are not as sharp as the component substitution results. The visual spatial quality of the two images is rather similar.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have explored the possibility of using without reference quality index (QNR) to determine the detail injection model parameters. We have developed the necessary mathematics associated with the parameter determination and finally tested the proposed algorithm on Pléiades and Quickbird satellite images. For quality assessment we have compared the proposed algorithm with both component substitution and multi-resolution analysis methods. From the quantitative and qualitative results presented in the previous section we can conclude that the visual sharpness of the eFIHS-SA algorithm is better as compared to AWLP and the proposed method. However, it is clear that eFIHS-SA algorithm distorts colors whereas the proposed method is spectrally consistent. The quantitative analysis however suggests that the AWLP method outperforms proposed algorithm for certain measures and for the other measures the proposed algorithm outperforms AWLP. Both these methods outperform eFIHS-SA algorithm for all quantitative indexes. The fact that the proposed method does not give the best quantitative results for all the measured indexes suggests that the QN RD s optimization may be a necessary condition but not a sufficient one. Only a joint optimization of spectral and spatial quality, resulting in a set of ten equations that are no longer independent of each other, will possibly lead to fused images with the best quantitative indexes. The best results are presented in boldface. 
